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OCA/USPS-T12-33. Please refer to page Ill-16 of library reference H-146 and to the 

program MODSHAPE of library reference H-216. 

a. Please confirm that the table on page Ill-16 is not produced by the SAS program 

MIODSHAPE. If you do not confirm, please explain. 

b. Please refer to the attachment to this interrogatory. Please confirm that the 

values in this attachment are produced by the MODSHAPE pro!gram and should 

replace the values shown on page Ill-16 of H-146. If you do not confirm, please 

explain and provide any corrections to page Ill-16 so that it is consistent with the 

MODSHAPE program. 

OCA/USPS-T12-34. Please refer to pages IV-4-7 of library reference H-146. 

a. Please confirm that these tables are not produced by the SAS program ADMWIN 

If you do not confirm, please explain. 

b. Please provide any additional SAS statements necessary for program ADMWIN 

to produce the output of pages IV+7. 

OCA/USPS-T12-35. Please refer to pages IV-l -VIII-2 of H-146. These pages 

describe prograrns ADMWIN, WINACCPT, CMUCFS, PREMITOT, PIGGYF96, and 

NONMODEL. 

a,, F’lease confirm that these programs are not discussed in your tmestimony. If you 

do not confirm, please provide a citation to where these are detscribed. 
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b. Please amplify on the “program objective” section provided in H-146 for each of 

these programs. Please explain explain in more detail what the program does, 

why it is necessary, and detail any changes in the program since R94-1. 

C. 

d. 

Please provide a citation to where the functions of each of these programs were 

performed and explained in R94-I. 

Please provide citations to where output of each of these programs is used by 

other witnesses or in other library references in this docket. 

OCAIUSPS-T12-36. Please provide the SAS log and program file for the MODSPOOL 

program of library reference H-146. 

OCAIUSPS-T12-37. IPlease refer to the program files included with library reference 

H-218. Please confirm that the following modifications must be made to these SAS 

program files in order for them to reproduce the output of library reference H-146 in a 

PC SAS environment: 

a. 

b. 

Please confirm that the “set” statement at line 16 of program MElC must be 

replaced with aln “infile” and an “input” statement to read the HQTAL96.PRC file 

included in H-23. Please confirm that the “input” statement should be modeled 

on the “put” statement used to create HQTAL96.PRC. If you do1 not confirm, 

please explain. 

Please confirm that the 8-digit sequence numbers in columns 73-80 of each line 

of SAS code must be removed. If you do not confirm, please explain. 
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C. 

d. 

Please confirm that some character comparison statements must be recoded to 

account for differences in the collating sequence for ASCII (PCs) and EBCDIC 

(rnainframe) characters. For example, the statement "IF SUBSTR~POOL,I ,j )>='o' THEN 

DELETE ;” would be recoded as "IF V<=SUBSTR~POOL,I ,j 1~‘: THEN DEL.ETE ;” in order to 

produce the same results under the ASCII character collating sequence of the 

PC environment. If you do not confirm, please explain. 

Please confirm these are the only modifications necessary in order to run the 

H-218 SAS programs in the PC SAS environment. If you do not confirm, please 

explain and provide any other necessary modifications. 

e. Please refer to the modified SAS programs filed as library reference OCA-LR-1. 

Please confirm that these SAS programs contain the modifications necessary in 

order to run the H-218 SAS program files successfully using PC SAS. If you do 

not confirm, please explain. 

OCA/USPS-T12-38. Please refer to the documentation of program MODSPOOL at 

page l-6 of library reference H-146. This states that the program accesses the FY 96 

MODS summary file. 

a. 

b. 

Please explain how this FY 96 MODS summary file is produced. 

Please confirm that this file contains just one record for each MODS code that 

contains the MODS code, the LDC code, and the total hours for FY 96. If you do 

not confirm, please explain what period of time the cost variable refers to. 
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C. Please confirm that the FY 96 MODS summary file is produced Iby aggregating 

information from MODS files produced at a finer level of detail. llf you do not 

confirm. please explain. If you do confirm, please describe how this tile was 

created. 

d. 

e. 

Pl’ease describe the finest level of FY 96 MODS data available on computer tiles. 

For example, a file containing MODS hours and volume data by MODS code by 

AP by oftice is at finer level than a file containing MODS hours and volume data 

by MODS code for just one year. 

Please provide a data file of MODS data at the most disaggregated level 

available for FY 96. This file should include the MODS code, hours, and volume 

measures such as piece handlings. Finance numbers may be rnasked or 

recoded. 
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CISTRIBUTION FACTORS FOR FIRST CLASS, SINGLE PIECE, 
LETTER.SHAPED, INDICIA = METERED PRIVATE 

AN0 ESTIMATED “OLUUE-VARIABLE COSTS FY 96 IOCS 

--- INOICIA=METEREO PRIVATE SHAPE=LEITEA ..--..-.-------------------.. 
(continued) 

06s C,OSTPOOL “COSTS METOOl YET002 METRCOST 

45 NON MOOS 632718.11 172651.92 492709.53 221969.61 
. . __........ 

SHAPE 3464627.15 1250299.38 
INOICIA 3464627.15 1250299.38 

3484627.15 1250299.36 
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